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Abstract—This paper illustrates the use of a testbed that we
have developed for context-aware local intrusion detection. This
testbed is based on the co-simulation framework Mosaik and
allows for the validation of local intrusion detection mechanisms
at field stations in power distribution networks. For two cases,
we show how this testbed assists with studying the effectiveness
of two local IDS mechanisms under different kinds of attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The shift to smart grids and the inclusion of more locally

generated renewable resources is turning traditional one-way

power grids into so-called more and more complex cyber-
physical systems, in which the physical world and the cyber

world heavily interact. The process of energy generation and

transportation requires distributed control mechanisms, which

are often implemented in Supervisory Control and Data Ac-
quisition (SCADA) systems, which are not necessarily secure

[1], [2]. In this paper, we address how we can evaluate the

security of such distributed SCADA-based control systems

by using only (or primarily) locally available information.

In line with previous works, we take into account not only

the state of the network itself [3], but also the state of the

physical controlled system [4], [5], [6]. This form of context-

awareness promises to be more effective. Distributed control

can be especially dangerous to the power grid’s stability,

e.g., [7] shows that bad demand response management of the

future smart grid might cause a blackout in a neighborhood.

Especially, coordinated attacks on many neighborhoods could

damage the whole system. Recently, [8] and [9] proposed an

approach for intrusion detection that takes this into account;

[8] detects malicious photovoltaic panel (PV panel) production

using weather context information, whereas [9] detects incor-

rect measurements of voltage based on the knowledge of the

topology of the distribution system. Moreover, [5] proposed

an approach for insider threat detection by assigning the trust

values to the smart grid devices, based on the values describing

the state of the physical system, and [4] computes the state of

the entire power system within a trusted Intrusion Detection
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System (IDS) and informs the IDSes in the remote field stations

about the undesired commands.

It is often difficult to test or validate approaches as sketched

above on relevant scenarios in real-life. Hence, most of the

available security mechanisms are tested in simulation environ-

ments where mainly network traffic properties of the control

network are being analyzed. True testbeds with expensive

hardware in place are often difficult to access.

Next to the above, we have recently presented a local
monitoring approach [6], [10], which can be used as additional

security measure. This paper proposes a testbed for validating

such a local approach, based on co-simulating the SCADA

control network and the power system and monitor both,

the SCADA network and the physical process. While we

described the general capabilities of the proposed framework

in [11], this paper demonstrates its capabilities in two specific

scenarios: (i) the detection of tampered Remote Terminal Unit
(RTU) readings, (ii) the detection of tampered PV production

readings. In these scenarios we investigate two protocols,

Modbus/TCP [12], a popular protocol in industrial control

systems, and MQTT [13], which gains increasing popularity

in, e.g., the Internet of Things. This paper shows that local

measurements taken at an RTU or at a smart home can be

used to identify intrusions that may have passed other high-

level security mechanisms like firewalls or centralized IDS.

Relevant scenarios from literature vary from voltage and

current control to monitoring of smart houses. Ideally, the

detection of malicious readings/commands must be done at

the field location, based on measurements taken as close to the

source as possible [14]. Existing testbeds often simulate the

entire power system together with the entire communication

network [15] and use licensed software [16]. In contrast,

we use the well-maintained and open source co-simulation

framework Mosaik [17], [18], which is easily extensible to

incorporate various existing simulators, and we co-simulate

only the necessary smart grid elements: a power distribution

system with the investigated controllers within the relevant

(sub-)system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

explains the general concept of the testbed. Section III and

Section IV present the two scenarios under investigation. The

paper concludes in Section V.

II. LOCAL INTRUSION DETECTION WITH MOSAIK

Section II-A describes our testbed, II-B the types of attacks

investigated and II-C the IDS approach.
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A. Mosaik

Mosaik is an open source co-simulation framework written

in Python (under GNU LGPL) [17], using the discrete-event

simulation library based on SimPy. With the provided API,

different simulators can be connected, while Mosaik interfaces

their data transfer and tracks the execution order.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the testbed: simulated “ground truth” above

dashed line, and trusted (green) and hacker tools (red) below.

We extend the available Mosaik simulators to allow for

changes in the topology and by including a communication

network for control. We use the basic power system as

provided in the demo, which consists of houses, PV panels

and a distribution network (buses and branches). The physical

properties of the power distribution system are described in a

JSON file. We expand the description of branches to include

their state: online or offline. Furthermore, we add a topology

simulator, which determines which buses are isolated, based

on information from controller, and is able to adjust the state

of buses and branches. This adjusted model is then fed into

the power flow equation simulator.

The control network consists of a controller using Mod-

bus/TCP [12] or Message Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT)

[13]. We enable the integration of the controller into the

physical system by making the following connections. The

RTU determines the values measured by sensors, based on

the data obtained from the Mosaik power flow equation

simulator. Then, based on the internal logic of the RTU, local

control actions may be taken, e.g., the RTU might open or

close a power line. Figure 1 illustrates the general scheme

of the testbed. The upper, black elements indicate the most

significant simulators co-simulated in Mosaik. The topology

and controller as well as the elements below the dashed line

are part of the proposed extension to the framework.

B. Threat model and attack type

In the following, we assume that the controller (shown in

Figure 1) is connected through some networks to a central

SCADA server. We focus on threats that access the system via

the network, either as insider attack from the central SCADA

server or as third party (hacker) attack, that can perform

different types of attacks, as follows:

Random attacks are launched by performing random ac-

tions on a random element of the power system, e.g., opening

or closing a random power line or changing a measurement

of a random sensor.

Deterministic/targeted attacks, in which the attacker

launches an attack to a pre-determined target, for example,

opening an especially critical power line.

Semantic attacks are engineered to bypass known defense

mechanisms, such as stealthy attacks bypass bad data detection

mechanisms [19]. These attacks require in-depth knowledge of

the system and could be performed, e.g., by an insider who

understands well how the system works.

C. Intrusion detection approaches

Our aim is to illustrate the benefits of a context-aware

IDS mechanism that uses information on (the state of) the

controlled physical process and is not just based on (the state

of) the SCADA network traffic. Moreover, with the energy

transition leading to automation and remote control of field

stations, a distributed and local IDS becomes increasingly

important to prevent incidents like the one in Ukraine in

December 2015 [2]. Hacking into a central control room

allowed hackers to control field stations, leaving more than 230

000 citizens without power. Therefore, in future smart grids

the control needs to work in a distributed way and we aim to

perform this detection based only on local measurements.

As indicated in Figure 1, we propose to position a local

IDS within the logic of the controller, which locally deter-

mines whether a control command or measurement reading

is malicious or faulty. The decision is based on comparing

local measurements to the physical restrictions and safety

requirements, as presented in [6], [10]. We address two specific

scenarios in what follows, adapted from [5] and [8], whose

details will be presented in the following two sections.

III. RTUS ATTACK SCENARIO

The first scenario is based on the topology shown in

Figure 2, inspired by a real topology of a cooperating partner,

whereas some elements have been added for the purpose of

our analysis. RTUs (indicated by a red circle) are placed at

those buses that are connecting more than two other buses.

The controller uses the Modbus/TCP protocol based on Py-

Modbus1. Attackers use: (i) a self-developed simple command

line shell, allowing them to read and overwrite sensor values

and states of switches, and (ii) a script interpreter, enabling

more complex and automated attacks via for- and if-then-else-

statements. This allows them, e.g., to slowly increase values of

sensor readings until a critical threshold is reached. In what

follows, we explain the local detection mechanisms and the

performed attacks.

A. Intrusion Detection

The IDS placed on an RTU checks whether (i) the sensor

readings are not compromised and (ii) the outcome of a

command would not bring the system into an undesired state.

1http://pymodbus.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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Fig. 2: Power distribution topology.

Trusting sensors

Every RTU has a set of connected sensors, e.g., in Figure 2,

the RTU on node b4 is connected to five other nodes, hence,

five current sensors are attached. Every RTU keeps track of

an abstract internal trust value (ITV) assigned to each of the

sensors. If the ITV exceeds the threshold value ITVth, the

sensor is marked as untrusted. The RTU broadcasts to other

RTUs if a sensor changes to not trustworthy. Such untrusted

sensors will then be ignored until an operator restores the trust.

Similarly to [5], the voltage angle is checked between ad-

jacent RTUs in one step and the change of voltage magnitude

and current is checked at each power line between consecutive

steps. If the checks described above are satisfying, the sensors

are considered trustworthy. Otherwise, the ITV is increased

and warnings might be issued. As proposed in [10], Kirchoff’s

current law is checked at each discretized time point for each

node. However, as the ITVs of all current sensors connected

to same node are increased, a sensor that is working correctly

is potentially marked as untrusted, because other sensors at

the same node have been attacked.

Assessing commands

The RTUs monitor all connected buses and use safety

requirements as described in [10] to ensure that also within

a decentralized energy management scheme a safe grid state

is maintained in all branches. An incoming command is

not executed if either of the following two requirements is

violated. The first requirement states that the current of all

power lines has to stay below a predefined maximum cut-off

current value. The second requirement states that voltage stays

within 10000V ±10%, as in [9].

B. Detection of attacks

The script interpreter changes sensor readings to create

attacks for different levels of system knowledge.

Random attack: A random RTU and a random sensor

connected to that RTU are chosen. Then, the value read by the

sensor is changed by a random percentage. Figure 3 shows the

resulting plots for the RTUs in Figure 2. Note that each line in

a plot corresponds to a connected current sensor. The graphs

representing this attack take the form of step functions. The

simulation reveals that before large differences in successive

values can mark sensors as untrusted, the application of a

check based on Kirchhoff’s law detects the intrusion.

Deterministic attack: This attack targets sensors located at

the RTU of node b2 in Figure 2. It increases the measurement

of sensor2, measuring the current on the branch connecting

nodes b2 and b4, and of sensor4, measuring the current on

the connection between b2 and b3, by 1% in each simulation

step. In Figure 4, this continuous increase can be seen as a

steady increase of the black and red graph. The attack starts

at simulation time 47700 and the IDS senses the violation

of Kirchhoff’s law immediately; after three simulation steps,

the ITV of the attacked sensors reach the threshold value. As

soon as the attack is detected, all sensors on the attacked node

are marked as untrusted, which yields two sensors incorrectly

labeled as untrusted.

Semantic attack: Using the hacker tools, a semantic attack

can be performed, e.g., such that the Kirchhoff’s law is

too inadequate to identify the attack. This can be done by

tampering measurements, e.g., with multiple sensors, such

that the sum of the changed measurements remains the same.

This ensures that Kirchhoff’s law still holds for all sensors

connected to one bus. To trick the proposed IDS, we could

also run a first attack that will definitely be detected, so that

the IDS will mark some nodes as untrusted. Later, these nodes

will be ignored by the IDS and by other RTUs. This impairs

the IDS’s control functions and challenges grid stability. These

types of attacks are complex and require a high level of insider

information and are out of the scope of this paper.

Output of the proposed IDS

Figure 5 shows the IDS on-screen output corresponding to

the deterministic attack plotted in Figure 4. We highlighted

three warnings given by the RTU to the operator. The first

(marked in red) indicates that Kirchoff’s law was violated at

bus b2. It is followed by warnings about the sensors connected

to that bus. Since Kirchoff’s law was violated on the bus,

any of the sensors connected to it could be malicious, hence,

their ITV are increased. The second one (blue) indicates that

Sensor 2 is marked as untrusted, because its ITV exceeds the

corresponding threshold ITVth. Finally, the third one (green)

shows that warnings about the malicious sensors are sent to

the neighboring RTUs: RTU 2 and RTU 1.

IV. SMART HOUSE SCENARIO

We describe a possible attack scenario on a smart house,

assuming that the controller presented in Figure 1 uses the

MQTT protocol to control the (dis)charging process of a local

battery storage. The topologies used in this scenario are shown

in Figure 6. The first one presents the power grid for the IDS
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Fig. 3: Graphs of the current readings (Ireal) against simula-

tion time; from top: RTU0 - RTU3.

prototype. We connect an additional PV panel and household

directly to the PQ bus. The smart house, indicated in dark

red, has a PV panel and a (consuming) household connected

to it. The scenario in Figure 6b is used to illustrate a self-

learning IDS. The smart house consists of two PQ buses and a

RefBus, which is directly connected to the power grid. Again,

the smart house is a prosumer with a PV panel and local

battery storage. In the following sections, we explain the local
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Fig. 4: Current readings (Ireal) for sensors 2 and 4 in a

simulation without attack and with a deterministic attack.

detection mechanisms and the performed attacks.

A. Intrusion Detection

In [8], a mechanism embedded in the power network is

presented, which shows how a faulty or malicious power

supply reading can be detected using a neural network. We

examine the production of a smart house and alert the owner

of that smart house. This allows the detection of attacks at the

earliest possible time, without extending the existing power

grid with new safety features.

We present two approaches. The first one is a prototype
IDS, which has 100% accurate predictions and a predefined

deviation ε for solar production. In this IDS, the valid range for

production is then [prediction−ε; prediction+ε]. All values in

the interval are accepted by this IDS without issuing a warning.

The second one, a self-learning IDS, adjusts predictions on-

the-fly using values of the previous hour. Assuming that the

production follows a Normal distribution, the estimator was

trained with the power production data of the previous hour.

For learning purposes, each day is separated into 3 phases: (i)

a pre-phase without power generation, from 00:00 a.m. up to

the time of the first generation; (ii) a prod-phase, when PV

panels generate power; and (iii) a post-phase, which starts 10

minutes after the last generation and ends at 11:59 p.m.

Training the estimator with data from the production phase

determines the expected mean value of the Normal distribu-

tion. The variance and standard deviation are computed as the

sample variance 1
n−1

∑n
i=1(xi−x)2, whereas n is the number

of values, xi the value of the ith minute and x the expected

mean. Next, we used a hypothesis test with a significance

level of 5% to analyze the current power production of the

PV panel. The validity range of the production is then given

by [μ− 2.5 · σ;μ+ 2.5 · σ]. In case that a value does not lie

inside the range of the current hour, a warning is sent to the

user via the MQTT protocol.

B. Attack scenarios

Depending on the knowledge of the attacker, determinis-

tic and semantic attacks are performed by manipulating the

measurements of the PV panel power production.
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Fig. 5: IDS output for the deterministic attack.

(a) IDS prototype scenario (b) Self-learning IDS scenario

Legend:
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Fig. 6: Scenarios for the IDS.

Deterministic attacks - We simulate the power grid with

the PV panel data provided in the Mosaik demo scenario2.

As attack, we alter the production readings of the PV panel.

While in the original data the production slowly starts at 08:59

a.m. (after 539 minutes), we set the values between 08:59 a.m.

and 09:15 a.m. (555 minutes) to a high value (1000W). In the

consecutive 15 minutes, we keep the original production data

and then add another high production range between 09:31

a.m. (571 minutes) and 09:45 a.m. (585 minutes), as shown in

Figure 7. In the following, we show how the proposed IDSes

are handling such attacks in the scenarios shown in Figure 6.

The prototype IDS: To show the functionality of the ap-

proach, we use the original data without measurement errors

for training the prediction of the production. Within the same

data set, values are falsified, as described above. Due to the

relatively large changes, we expect the prototype to issue

warnings only for the falsified values inserted by us. Note that

the ε for the validity range has been set to of 150W. Results

are shown in Figure 7, in which warnings are marked as red

crosses. As expected, only the inserted values are marked as

malicious. Clearly, such an accurate detection is only possible

for perfect predictions. However, such high-quality predictions

are not available, so the expected production needs to be

learned from previous values.

The self-learning IDS: As mentioned in Section IV-A, the

predicted mean and the variance of a Normal distribution are

learned from the data of the previous hour. As shown in

2https://bitbucket.org/mosaik/mosaik-demo

Figure 8, a variety of original values is now also classified

as malicious. For example, the values in between our inserted

data caused warnings (between 555 and 571 minutes) are

marked because these realizations differ substantially from

the predicted Normal distribution. However, even after our

attack warnings are issued for many original measurements,

for example for all high values after 700 minutes. This is due

to a sudden large variance in measurements that occurs around

700 minutes. The higher values then lie outside the validity

range, whereas the lower values are close to the previous ones,

which leads to a great number of false positives.

The above shows that both the prototype and the self-

learning IDSes are not ideal. However, combining weather

information and data from previous hours and possibly days

could improve the IDS’s accuracy.

Semantic attacks - Nevertheless, it is possible to attack

the power grid without a warning by the IDS. If an attacker

knows how the IDS operates, it is possible to manipulate the

data such that the values still lie within the validity range, but

that the variance constantly rises. If this is done over several

hours, the IDS accepts large jumps that can heavily burden the

power grid. Such a semantic attack, which is accepted by our

proposed self-learning IDS, is presented in Figure 9. Slightly

after the beginning of the production phase, measurements are

Fig. 7: Red crosses indicate warnings of the prototype IDS.
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Fig. 8: Red crosses indicate warnings of the self-learning IDS.

Invalid production despite IDS

Fig. 9: Manipulated values.

altered to both the highest and the lowest production value

that are still within the range of accepted values. Regularly

repeating this influences the computed estimator for the next

hour by allowing a higher variance. So, after 1000 minutes

values greater than 9000W are still considered as valid by our

IDS. This kind of attack could be prevented by comparing

measurements to current weather prediction or even to mea-

sured temperatures at the smart house, as suggested in [8].

V. CONCLUSIONS

Smart grids require secure and dependable control networks,

that are able to detect cyber attacks and intrusions also locally

in the field stations. Hence, intrusion detection mechanisms

should be incorporated in the field stations and not only in the

central control room. This paper illustrates a testbed, based

on co-simulation with Mosaik, that can be used to validate

local intrusion detection mechanisms at field stations. We use

it to evaluate the impact of several local IDS mechanisms on

different kinds of attacks using two scenarios: (i) an RTU of

buses connecting power lines and (ii) a smart house.

Future work will improve the IDS for the smart home

by incorporating weather predictions into the self-learning

IDS. Furthermore, more complex semantic attacks will be

investigated next to a broader study with more simulation runs

to quantify detection rates on the distributed approach. The

ultimate goal of this line of research is the development of

a dedicated local monitoring tool for field stations in power

distribution that is able to deal with different protocols.
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